Rumpelstiltskin Sensory Friendly Guide

Act I

- Announcement of Microphone before show begins
- Some house light will be turned off
- There maybe clapping at the end of each song in the show
- Lights on stage will blackout and then will reestablish with the actors on stage
- Rumpelstiltskin pops out of the large box during first song
- Rumpelstiltskin goes back in the box, slams the box closed and at the end of the song the lights go out.
- After a few lines of after the Miller’s song the kid 1 & 2 pop out for a brief time.
- There is a blackout after the King and Rumpelstiltskin sings their reprises.
- During the final song of Act 1 there is loud shouting from the King and the Miller.
- At the end of Act 1 there is a dramatic lighting change a shout from the Miller and the lights blackout.

Intermission (on weekend performances)
- The house lights will all come on for a 10 minute intermission.
- Some house lights will be turned off. The entr’acte music is played and the lights on stage go out.

Act II

- There is a loud shout from the Miller in the dark and then the stage lights reestablish.
- Smoke comes out of the box each time Rumpelstiltskin appears from box
- During the three spinning wheel scenes Kid 1 & 2 will pop out several times from various places. There is a blackout at the end of each spinning wheel scene.
- After the King and Queen tell the Page to follow Rumpelstiltskin there is a blackout. Lights reestablish.

- Rumpelstiltskin sings a song in the forest and there is a blackout at the end of it. Lights re-establish.
- The show ends with a song and the lights blackout. Lights reestablish for curtain calls.
- The actors walk through the audience at after curtain calls.